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Next meeting
Wednesday  

March 1st  7 PM

Ben Nawrath
Roubo Bookcase

Our December Meeting started @ 7:10pm. Mike Daum, LIW
President, welcomed our members. We had a few new people
visiting us for the meeting. Peter, was looking for woodwork-

ing help for his business. Elliot, friend of  Steve Eckers, is retired from
teaching. Mike welcomed special guests Bill Chin and his wife Laura.
Bill has been judging for many years at our Annual Show and Exhibit.

Annual Membership renewals are due. The cost for the General club
is $35.00.  The first two SIGS (Special Interest Groups) are $25.00
each. The third is $15.00 and fourth $10.00. Please see Joe Bottigliere,
Membership Chairman to renew. Forms are available at the meeting,
and also in the Newsletter.

The Northeast Woodworkers will be holding their Annual Show and
Exhibit, Saturday April 1st and Sunday April 2nd.  The LI
Woodworkers will be once again, organize a Bus trip for Saturday,
April 1st. We need a minimum of  30 members signed up by our March
Meeting. Sign-up sheet will be available at the March Meeting. Please
see Joe Bottigliere if  you are interested. 

Joe Bottigliere, our Membership Chairman addressed the members
regarding former Executive Board Member and Club Photographer,
Jim Macallum. Jim’s health has been deteriorating recently. He is very
cognizant and is looking forward to hearing from members. Jmi cur-
rently resides in Arizona, near his family. Jim’s phone number will be
available at our meeting. You can also email me, Jim Heick @
Islanderfan1960@yahoo.com and I will give you his number.

There will be a Woodworking Show in Somerset New Jersey February
17th -19th. The address is: 

Garden State Exhibit 

Center Exhibit Hall

50 Atrium Drive

Somerset, NJ 08873

Discounted tickets can be purchased online @ http://www.thewood-
workingshows.com/somerset.html

Ticket Price* 

$14 General Admission at the door, cash only                                             

$12 General Admission if  purchased online ($2 discount)

*One ticket is valid for all three days of  the show, any paid for educa-
tion tickets include general admission.
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Somerset Show Hours 

Friday - 12:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Saturday - 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Sunday - 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

If  anyone is going to Somerset and has room for other
members, post to the Website Forum.

Mike Luciano addressed the members regarding dona-
tions for the Morgan Center Children’s Hospital.
Wooden crafted items are urgently needed to be donated
for the raffle, held at the Morgan Center. Please bring
your donated items to the March General Meeting,
Wednesday March 1st. Your participation is urgently
needed and greatly appreciated.

Peter Shulteiss a LIW Member, residing in Arizona, had
a beautifull segmented bowl displayed in the AAW
Magazine. Congratulations..

Show and Tell:

Ed Piotrowski displayed a Bottle opener and a Pizza cut-
ter turned from Tulip Wood. Nice job…   Ed mentioned
to the members he has Jet 12 x32 Late for sale. Please see
Ed if  you are interested. You can email him @
eddiepio@aol.com
Raffle Winners for February were:

Joe Pascucci

Bob DeMarco

Nate Lanzilota

Our guest speaker for the evening was Artist John
Dinaro.  John addressed the members with stories of  his
past 50 years of  creating art using wood, stone, steel and
fiber. John has held many jobs over his long career. He
was most proud of  the time he spent mentoring under-
privileged youth. To help a child who has nothing, and
develop their talents was something John was most
proud of. To become a student, protégé of  John, the per-
son musts have “Passion, Commitment, Ambition and
Manners”. 

John stressed, “if  you want to learn the craft, apprentice
with masters”. He reiterated many times during the pre-
sentation, that he used everything in his path, including
the path.  His best quote, I thought was ”a wise person
sees the world through many eyes, whereas a narrow
minded person sees the world through his own eyes.
John, a Bellport resident has a Studio in the Village.
Corey Tighe and Rolf  have visited his studio and were
amazed by his work. His website is http://www.johndi-
naro.com/ Horse and Eagle Gallery.

The following is taken from johndenaro.com biography.

John was born September 20, 1945, one of  two twin
boys to Santo DiNaro, an American army gunner of
Italian heritage and Lily Victoria Blackmore, a North-
Londoner turned farm hand serving in the British
Women’s Land Army.

In early 1946 John and his twin, Santo Jr., came to the
U.S. in a woven basket on the ocean liner, Queen Mary,
with their war bride mother. Santo Sr. greeted the boys
for the first time at the Port of  NY.

The proud father took his new family home to Bellport,
LI, NY where John grew up, made his home and cur-
rently has his art studio.

Traveling to California with a pop-up trailer in tow, John
attended Humboldt State to work on his degree in
Oceanography. John’s always had a love of  the outdoors
and especially the sea. He spent many years as a com-
mercial clammer, working on his art after the day’s catch
was taken care of.

In the 70s, John’s sculpture was often sought by large
companies to enhance their corporate offices. John spent
several years creating large scale sculptures for high pro-
file clients in the financial, insurance and real estate
industries, mainly with collections in Manhattan. In
Manhattan, the offices of  Marsh & McLennan and the
Handler Real Estate Organization were major collectors.

John was involved with the Reagan Legacy Project, pro-
ducing a larger-than-life-sized sculpture of  a bald eagle
that resided at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington,
DC.

As John got older and wiser he found himself  wanting to
share his talents with others. He began a long standing
career as an artist-in-residence in the public school sys-
tem. John would spend a few days to a week or more in
each school, guiding students in grades K-12 in his pro-
grams on murals, sculpture, artistic benches, pastels or
art in the environment. He has also taught in-service pro-
grams to teachers wishing to expand their art knowledge
and credit hours.
A special thanks goes out to John Dinaro for presenting
his stories, and phootgraphs of  his work.
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2017 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
FINAL NOTICE

Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this

form, along with your check in the amount of $35.00 to:

Joe Bottigliere

1238 Church Street

Bohemia, NY 11716

Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers

NAME:__________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________________

City:___________________________State:_______________ZipCode:_____________

Telephone:__________________________________________________

E Mail Address:_____________________________________________

Alternate Telephone:______________________________________

Primary woodworking interest:________________________________________________________

Other woodworking related interests:___________________________________________________

How would you rate your skill level:____________________________________________________

What would you hope to gain from the club:______________________________________________

COMMENTS, SUGESTIONS, EXPECTATIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________

SIGS additional - $25 ea first two; $15 third; $10 fourth:

CABINETMAKERS: ____________
CARVERS: __________________
SCROLLERS: _________________
TURNERS: ___________________

WWW.LIWOODWORKERS.ORG
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MY ALMOST PERFECT TOOL MIKE MITTLEMAN

JessEm™ Clear-Cut™ Table Saw Stock Guides  

Vendor Price as of  Jan. 20, 2017
Amazon $267.73

eBay $221.35

Incremental Tools (Incra) $249.95

Infinity Cutting Tools $259.90

Lee Valley $259.00

Walmart
$254.98

Woodcraft $249.99

After reading several favorable reviews, I took the plunge
and purchased the JessEm™ Clear-Cut™ Table Saw
Stock Guides, Model #04301, from Lee Valley during
December 2016.  The construction and finish of  this
table saw accessory are superb.  Installation instructions
are detailed and clear; the process took about an hour to
complete.  All parts and tools necessary to complete the
job are included, except for the power drill.  The jig is
mounted to the top of  the table saw’s fence.  

Effectively, JessEm Clear-Cut Table Saw Stock Guides
are manual versions of  a classical table saw or router
power feeder.  The jig’s rollers are angled 5 degrees
towards the fence, thereby resulting in reliably straight
cuts.  The stock guides also place downward pressure on
the work piece, much like vertical feather boards; conse-
quently they promote square edges.  The wheels turn in
a single rotation - clockwise only.  Thus, they serve as
anti-kickback devices.

Operation of  the jig is very simple.  Align the cut and
then manually set the placement and downward pressure
of  the stock guide wheels.  The woodworker is then free
to focus on the feed rate of  the work piece.  Resultant
cuts are consistently straight and square. This is a bless-
ing with long rips or joinery (e.g. rabbets, grooves or
dadoes).  When not in use, the wheels rest securely on
the top of  the fence.  

I have completed a couple of  hundred feet of  cuts using
this accessory.  My conclusions:  the JessEm™ Clear-
Cut™ Table Saw Stock Guides are not “nice to have”
accessories; these are “gotta have” tools/safety devices
that improve table saw performance.

Okay, okay – if  this JessEm table saw accessory is very

PHOTO CAPTURED

FROM THE

AMAZONE WEBSITE

INSTALLATION ON A

DELTA UNISAW
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well-made (it is), promotes safety (it does) and improves the consistency of  rips and crosscuts (for sure), what’s the
beef?  Why is it perfect (almost)?  I have found it necessary to use a different push stick than customary.  The dis-
tances between the wheels and the blade and/or fence are challenging, especially with narrow stock.

The flexibility of  the JessEm Table Saw Stock Guides is indisputable.  They can be adjusted along three dimensions
– the x-axis (left/right), y-axis (forward/aft), and the z-axis (up/down).  On the other hand, the woodworker must
remember to verify that the set mechanisms are tight before commencing with the cut.

Finally, it is my experience that the utility of  the stock guides is maximized with rips, but it is less dramatic with cross-
cuts.  Miter gauges do not fit under the wheel arms, thus only wider stock benefits from the combined usage of  a
miter gauge and the stock guides.  A crosscut sled which includes a miter gauge and work piece clamps is probably
a better choice here.

For those woodworkers who admire quality-made, well thought out tools and have ongoing needs for long rip
cuts/joinery, the JessEm™ Clear-Cut™ Table Saw Stock Guides, Model #04301 is highly recommended.

GRAPHIC FROM LEE VALLEY…WHAT’S IN THE BOX

LISA                                                ROLF BEUTTENMULLER

My first report as the new secretary.

Ten members in attendance and one new member just
starting out with scrolling.

The agenda for 2017 was discussed with an objective of
doing more hands on presentations. We used to all bring
our saws to the meetings when I first joined but as a
group of  geriatrics that is just not realistic anymore. I will
admit it was fun to have all of  the “Hegners” on one side
of  the barn and us “common” folk on the other.

Although I do remember that their side vibrated a lot
more and many more blades were broken. We did how-
ever, make lots of  sawdust! 

THE AGENDA FOR 2017

January – Back to Basics Presenter - Arnold Schaeffer

February – Presenters choice (It will be “HUGE”
LOL)—Probably Alternative pattern Sources and mate-
rials. Presenter – Rolf  Beuttenmuller

March – Wood Burning (Hands ON Presenters – Iris
Zimmerman  & Jean Piotrowski
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April – Mother’s Day Flowers enhancements (Hands
ON Presenter – Jean Piotrowski

May – Gear Clock Presenter -  Alain Tircy

June – Boxes Presenter -  Rich Macrae

July and August NO MEETING

September – Puzzles (Hands ON ) used for toys for tots
-Presenters – Charlie Felson & Joe Pascucci 

October - Lath Art  Presenter – Ed Piotrowski & Charlie
Felson

November – Project finishing and Air Brushin Presenter
– Walter Roth

December – Holiday Party

Chapter Challenges

January – Valentine Theme – project (due for February
Meeting)

February – Saint Patrice’s Day Theme project (due for
March Meeting)

April – Yard Art (due for May meeting)

May - Birdhouse (due for June meeting)

October – Ornament (due for November meeting)

There wasn’t much on the show and tell table. That will
pick up with the new season.

Iris scrolled, shaped and painted a couple of  neat orna-
ments. And the rest of  the projects were things that I
have made for the SWWC magazine. A MOM heart and
a couple of  Bulldozer ornaments to be published in a
future book.

Joe P. and I brought in our new LED ring magnifiers for
comparison. I also brought in my new ear protection
head phones with blue tooth capability. They are great so
far if  you are using a smart phone for the music source
you can still be contacted via phone.
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Author’s note: If you are a participant on our website’s forums
you’d know that Daryl has chosen to skew my expression of “rel-
ative articles” penned for the Woodrack. So, in light of that, I am
attempting to strike a fair balance between our understandings. 

Ihave a nine year old great-nephew if  you will.
Christopher is my sister’s grandson living in Staten
Island. At the risk of  sounding politically incorrect –

disparaging our alphabet soup of  sexuality – Chris is all
boy. No wonder his nickname is “Little Man”. Chris is
the only male grandchild to my sister among several
(with another on the way) beautiful and charming grand-
daughters. Although my great-nieces (like many of  my so
called friends) feign interest in whatever their Uncle Joe
discusses with them, Christopher has a true desire to par-
ticipate in all
t h i n g s
“ m a n l y ” .
(Cue: Tim
Allen grunt-
ing.)  He loves
to visit my
nephews’ (his
uncles) auto
body shop
and help
s t r a i g h t e n
frames and
pound out a
fender. He’ll
walk miles at a
car show,
enjoys sports
and chopping
wood with his dad. (In all fairness, his sisters Emma and
Natalie are both local soccer champs while his 5yr old
cousin Alexandra is becoming quite the equestrian.)
Chris does, however, pretend to smoke cigars like daddy
much to the chagrin of  the family. (Take note all you
influential adults!) 

A couple years back, while visiting our home for a fami-

ly BBQ, Chris was excited to hear that I had a shop in my
basement and begged to see it. Obviously, it didn’t take
much arm twisting for me to give him a tour. With the
table saw, planer and workbench then all at his shoulder
height, he was quite impressed. After watching his face
glow as I let him try one hand tool after the other, I knew
what I had to do. The next visit to our place, Christopher
had himself  a new solid wood workbench equipped with
a tail vise, bench dogs and an abundance of  scrap wood.

Each subsequent birthday and Christmas was an oppor-
tunity to pass along an antique or new tool for him to
learn. This past holiday seemed like the right time to get
the growing boy a real bench plane. (He already has a
Stanley block plane.) As much as I would like to have sur-
prised my young protégé with a beautiful Lie-Nielsen, my

budget was not
going to allow
it. I looked
around for
some bargains
or a good used
Stanley but
none were to be
had. (And to
think of  how
many I sold off
over the years!)
I was about to
purchase some
lesser known
brand online
when I came
across a Buck
Bros. #4 at The
Home Depot. It

looked fairly decent – adequate mass, substantial contact
area on the frog, very little painted surfaces and a decent
looking iron. I thought I’d give it a shot. 

Relatively speaking, this tool was at the bottom of  the
food chain. As nice as it looked, there lurked the hidden
faults beneath the packing grease. But I knew what I was
getting into and was prepared for a few hours of  fettling

RELATIVE WOODWORKING JOE BOTTIGLIERE
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to turn this tool into an acceptable performer. And it
took just that to properly sharpen the blade and breaker,
clean up the mating surfaces on the frog and most defi-
nitely, flatten the sole. Oh that sole! But with the aid of
a Worksharp (courtesy of  Long Island Woodworking
Supply) and a stationary belt sander, it was more finesse
than muscle. 

The blade did need a bit of  work to get it flat but this was
hardly a chore with the Worksharp whirling about. The
sole, on the other hand, was quite another matter. I
applied a coat of  machinist’s blue (Dykem blue) and gave
it a few swipes on sandpaper over glass. (No, that’s not a
new dessert.) As suspected, it was so concave that hand
grinding was out of  the question.
It was easy to see this was not
going to be easy, so I got radical
and turned on my four inch belt
sander with 100 grit paper. Even
with that, it took nearly an hour
of  grinding and checking to
bring the surface down.
Eventually, I had the three criti-
cal points (toe, mouth and heel)
coplanar and removed the slight
twist from the casting. 

When I was finally satisfied with
what I had, I cleaned everything
up and reassembled the plane. It
took a bit of  finessing to ease the
iron into proper alignment but
sure as Shinola I was taking .003”
and .004” thin shavings from a

pine board. This will do.

Although I personally need no convincing in the matter,
this exercise (and was it ever) is testimony in the debate
over tool purchases. Should you take the chance and buy
a low end, inexpensive tool and spend possibly hours to
make it acceptably useable or should you plunk down the
few hundred bucks for a top of  the line performer which
is ready to use out of  the box? There was a lot of  time
spent doing metal work and I surely could have done
considerably more. But I want to work wood. The time
versus money issue is easy for me when it comes to tool
buying. But that’s a choice each of  us has to make for
ourselves. 

Although this particular bench plane may never perform
like a higher end Lie-Nielsen or Veritas plane, it will help
teach a young man how to smooth a piece of  wood.
Perhaps, with a bit more effort, it may just prove to be an
outstanding contender but I had a deadline. I would
admit that a higher quality, “economical” plane would
have yielded a better result. But hind sight is 20-20. It was
a lot of  work but it was all worth it. Little will compare
to the look on Christopher’s face when he opened his
present on Christmas-Eve and found the plane along
with some sharpening gear. One day, I’m sure, the time
will come to present the little man with his own bronze
Lie-Nielsen. But for now, I’m just as sure, he’ll have just
as much fun learning how to make a plane sing across the
surface of  a board.
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THE “RIVER” COFFEE TABLE

What was one type of  furniture I always wanted
to make, has now come to reality. I’ve now
have the chance to make a live edge slab cof-

fee table. What sets this table from other coffee tables is
simply I get to work with a huge chunk of  wood (specif-
ically Ambrosia Maple). Going to pick out the piece was
like a kid being a candy shop. There just was way too
many choices. But, the customers and I agreed on this
beautiful piece of  10/4 (2 1/4” thick) Ambrosia Maple
that will soon be a floating slab coffee table.

As you can see in the picture it may seem like a broken
piece of  wood. Oh, but wait at what’s to come with a lit-
tle magic and some high quality Epoxy (West System
Epoxy).

Now the top will be maple and the bottom will be some
beautiful local cherry. This has to be one of  my favorite
woods to work with. It has so much character to it. It
ages just like us humans by getter darker and richer in
color. I can feel right now the shavings going through my
No.4 Stanley hand plane smoothing the edges to the

parts.

After making the HUGE slab milling jig and working the
kinks out of  it. I couldn’t wait to start milling this
Ambrosia Maple slab down. 

You may not know but it seems like a simple easy task to
do, but it sure is labor intense. I must have spent about 4
hours milling this top down with the jig. 

The jig consist of  a wooden frame made from 2x6’s at
Lowes and a moving carriage that is made from white
melamine that I happen to have in my shop. Of  course
there was some more items involved such as jig knobs
and a plywood base for the router, but that’s about it.
The jig quickly went together in about 2 hours and I was
on my way to milling. 

The router I used was an Ebay find for a 3HP Porter
Cable plunge router. And the bit I used was a 1 1/2”
straight bit made by Amana tools. When you see this bit
you realize it means business because it’s twice as thick as

COREY TIGHE
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my thumb and can hog off  a whole lot. 

To start the process of  milling the top I first had to level
the frame on my workbench so that it would make it eas-
ier to work on. Once it was leveled, I dropped on the slab
and leveled that as well with some wood shims. Now, I
knew this piece of  wood wasn‘t totally flat so I got it the
best I could to be level. Next, I put on the carriage and
the router and got at it milling the slab down. 

I think the one side of  the slab I must have went back
and forth about 12 times until the entire surface was flat.
Once this was done, I flipped the slab over and started to
mill the other side. When it came time to do this I start-
ed the bit height at the thickest part of  the slab and grad-
ually went down with the bit until the router maxed out.
At that point I readjusted the carriage down a bit more
with my spacer blocks to make sure it was parallel with
the frame. 

After about 4 hours going back and forth, back and forth
I was finally finished with the slab. My thumb was thank-
ing me now because it was worn out from squeezing the
trigger the whole time. This journey of  milling the slab
was interesting and exhausting, but I now appreciate the
hours that go into making a slab top table.

But before all this fun was the agonizing step of  filling

all the holes from the Ambrosia beetle and split in the
tree with tinted West System epoxy. I had to completely
tape one side of  the slab to prevent the epoxy from ooz-
ing out. I followed the instructions with the epoxy and
added some powdered graphite. This was the messiest
part of  this whole project. When I filled the holes, I actu-
ally had to do in multiple stages so that the 1st time
would seal the holes, and the subsequent applications
would fill the holes. Now back to milling. 

Once I finished the 4 hours of  milling on the slab sled, I
spend countless hours with my Festool Rotex sander and
Festool 6 inch sander to sand out all the mill marks from
the router bit. This is when all the hard work payed off.
I can now see the gorgeous grain underneath that ugly
slab. 

The next part was to make the base. The base was based
on a similar design I worked on through my college
senior project (Morrisville State College). The base
appears as if  the slab is floating all thanks to hidden
stretchers connected to the table aprons. The joinery
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used here was simple dowel joints. As for the legs, I made a pat-
tern of  the legs on the table I was copying. I then cut them out
on the bandsaw and then flush trimmed with the router. 

Finally, it was finishing time. For the slab top I chose to use a
water-based spray on Polyurethane from Target Coatings. It’s a
great finish to use and is easy to use straight out the can
because its designed for spraying. Now the base is made from
cherry so, I went with a traditional oil-based wipe on poly from
Minwax. I figured this would allow the cherry to age to that
warm color over time. 

The very last step was to attach the slab top to the base. This
was simply using some lag screws with washers in elongated
slots built into the stretchers. With the slots, this allows the top
to move throughout the year without splitting. 

The best part of  this whole experience was seeing how pleased
the customers were when I delivered the table into their living

room. They said, “This is the finest piece of  furniture in the house now.”
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SECRET SOCIETY OF

WOODCARVERS
CHARLIE FELSEN

January
Meeting
Photos
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ART LEAGUE CARLIE FELSEN
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T h e  M a r k e t p l a c e

Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

I have to sell my shop; all the tools. They are currently in storage in Garden City, and need help
cataloging and sorting it. That also gives you first crack at buying them. Among the tools are a 3
HP Saw Stop; a dust collection system, Sears drill press; Lie Nielsen bench; 2 speed Delta planer;
6” Powermatic jointer; 14” bandsaw; dust collection system; Festool vacuum; router table; air com-
pressor; drills, hand tools etc.

Harry Aristodou  516-306-4780  aristidouhc@msn.com

Porter Cable Omnijig-26”

Incra Miter Gauge Model 5000 with panels $200.00
Craftsman Radial Arm Saw, 10” & Stand, 2 ½ hp $100.00
Porter Cable 18 gauge, 2” Pin Nailer (Air & Battery, model BN20012) 

$100.00
Gast Vacuum Pump $250.00
Jet Table Saw with Table Extension, Exact Lift & Router Lift (model JTAS-10XL-1)

$1600.00
Allied Power Bit Set

Drill Bit Set

Craftsman ¾” Rotary Hammer Drill (new) #900.271060 $100.00
Lee Nielsen L-N042 Shoulder Plane never used, in original packaging $150.00

Freud Dado Blade, Dial-A-Width $150.00
Dowel Jig, Dowel It Model 1000 $25.00
Lee Nielsen Wood Chisels, Set of  5 in Leather Roll New $200.00

Groz Craftsman Calipers & Divider Set of  3

Veritas Sharpening Systems & Angle Gauge $250.00
Rigid 3/8” R7000 Electric Drill & Case

Craftsman Belt Sander $20.00

Craftsman Sabre Saw $20.00
Craftsman Router

Skil Drill & Power Drill Jig $20.00
B & D Variable Speed Dremel
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Makita JR3000WL Saws-All $40.00
Dremel Multi Max, Model 6300 $50.00
Dewalt Hand Planer, Model DW680K $150.00
Pro-Grip Clamp, Back-to-Back, 50” $30.00
Maple Table Top, 30” x 72” $300.00
Compressor –  Campbell & Hausfield $50.00
Rotor Zip, Rev 01 $30.00
JDS Ceiling Air Filtration System $200.00
Milwaukee Drill & Battery Charger, 18 volt model 0522-20

Dewalt Sheetrock Drill

Dowel Jig, Dowel #1000 $20.00
Craftsman 5 pc Chisel Set $25.00
Dial Indicator $10.00
Router Bit Set, 6 pc, ½ “ Shank $90.00
Stanley Plane, #118 $20.00
Stanley Plane, #220 $20.00
Black & Decker Dremel, 110 volt
Dewalt Drill, Model DW280 $20.00
Roto Zip Spiral Saw $30.00
Heat Gun $40.00
Sledge Hammer  Set (2) never used $30.00
Delta Spindle Sander, model  708404 $150.00
Craftsman Dust Collector, Model 152.213360 $125.00

Ed Piotrowski  Eddiepio@aol.com     631-265-7614


